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NBIC Global Vision
The Nano/Bio Interface Center designs molecular functionality,
quantifies behavior of individual molecules, and controls interface
interactions to establish the foundation for understanding the
interface of physical and biological systems.

The goal is to advance fundamental understanding that enables
technology solutions in the areas of sensors and probes; to
educate the next generation of scientists and innovators in
bio/nanotechnology; and to develop infrastructure platforms that
support the next 2 decades of cutting edge research.
Partnership between SAS, SEAS, SoM, Wharton School

Nano/Bio Interface Center Inauguration
November 23, 2004
Levine Hall (CIS)
President Gutmann emphasizes the
importance of the NBIC to Penn

Secretary Yablonsky speaks about
the future of nanotchnology and
receives his ‘nano’ portrait

PA Commerce Secretary Yablonsky and
President Gutmann

Krishna P. Singh Center for Nanotechnology
80000 ft2
Opened Oct. 4, 2013 Philadelphia, PA
The Vision

Krishna P. Singh Center for Nanotechnology
80000 ft2
Opened Oct. 4, 2013 Philadelphia, PA
The Reality

Quattrone Nanofabrication Facility– wide material set
Electron Microscopy Facility (TEM, STEM, SEM, …)
Scanning Probe Facility – Once part of NBIC, now a User Facility
http://www.nano.upenn.edu/core-facilities/
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www.nanotech.upenn.edu
Master’s program in Nanotechnology open to all students
Accepting Applications Now – Year 5 underway

CCI

Single Molecule and Advanced Probes

Cross Cutting Initiative:
Invent the next generation of high
spatial resolution probes based on
optical, electromagnetic and force
detection and implement them in an
instrumentation suite. In addition
to forwarding the science of local
phenomena, advances in this probe
technology are the mechanism by
which many of the goals of RT1 and
RT2 are realized.

Haim Bau
Dawn Bonnell
Robert Carpick
Russ Composto
Dennis Discher
Yale Goldman
Charlie Johnson

Single Molecule and Advanced Probes: Accomplishments
Density of States in Nanowires and tunneling through dielectric films
(2nd harmonic EFM) (Bonnell and Johnson) 2005, 2011
Dielectric polarization of single molecular layers, excited state delocalization
(Bonnell) 2011
3-D Optical Tomography at sub wavelength (100nm) resolution : NSOM
(Schotland) 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009
Real and imaginary component of dielectric function of single molecular layers
(scattering NSOM) (Bonnell, Eng, Engheta) 2009
Combined TIRF/AFM of a single ribosome (Discher, Goldman)
Beta site for Veeco 2006, 2007
Chemically functionalized silicon and diamond probes
(Carpick, Yamakoshi, Composto) 2009
Determined the helical path of myosin on actin: 3-D mapping
TIRF on suspended fibers (Goldman, Bau, Purohit) 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009

VIRRAL: A scanning probe method to map cell viscoelasticity
Composto (MSE), Carpick (MEAM), Eckmann (Anesthiology)
DMR 0832802
It is now accepted that cell health is directly related to
its elastic and viscous properties, but there are few
facile methods to accurately quantify the frequency
dependent viscoelastic properties. We have developed
and applied a new scanning probe method (VIRRAL)
based on a SPM coupled to an inverted optical
microscope to evaluate the heath of cells exposed to
dextran-gel particles containing silver nanoparticles.
Compared to control cells, the elastic modulus and
relaxation time of cells exposed to the dex-gel
containing Ag nanoparticles increases by 90% and 50%
respectively (top center). This increase in stiffness and
viscosity is attributed to cross linking in the cytoskeleton
resulting from metabolic stress induced by silver
nanoparticles.
In summary, VIRRAL is a facile method for correlating
viscoelastic changes to cellular health. This method
has the potential for the early diagnosis and treatment
of diseases such as melanoma and coronary artery
disease.

Dynamics of Nanobubbles in the TEM
Bau (MEAM) and Lee (CBE)

“NanoAquarium”

•

Electron beam interacts with
water to produce radiolysis
products, including gaseous
species.

•

Nanobubbles nucleate and can be observed
with the electron beam.

•

Predictions for the bubble motion are
compared with experimental data

bubble velocity w/o contact
line dissipation

ebubble
velocity w
contact line
dissipation

•

Bubble growth forces the contact angle
away from equilibrium, which causes
wetting and dewetting and bubble
motion

RT1: Bio-electronic and –optoelectronic Systems
Exploring frontier of
interfaces between proteins
and nanostructured
materials (surfaces,
nanoparticles, carbon
nanostructures)
Design protein structure and
self-organization
Protein-enabled
nanosystems with new
electronic and optoelectronic
activities

A. T. Charlie Johnson, Physics.
Nanoelectronics, graphitic systems
Jeffery G. Saven, Chemistry. Theoretical
modeling & design
William F. DeGrado, Biophysics. Protein
design and characterization
Dawn Bonnell, Materials Sci & Eng. In situ
measurements & lithography
J.Kent Blasie, Chemistry. Proteins at
interfaces: assembly & characterization
Bodhana Discher, Biophysics. De novo
proteins at surfaces
Christopher Murray, Chemistry.
Nanoparticle synthesis and selfassembly
Marija Drndic, Physics. Nanoscale
structures: nanoparticles & graphene
So-Jung Park, Chemistry. Nanoparticle
synthesis; composites with polymers &
biopolymers

RT 1: Designed Bio-Opto and Bio-Electronics
Design and synthesis of a new family of optically active peptides that incorporate
non biological cofactors and link to nanostructures
Protein functionalized hybrid materials
Protein and DNA enabled chemical sensing on carbon based devices
Ferroelectric nanolithography for patterning nanostructures on oxide and polymer
substrates
Discovery of a new transport mechanism: plasmon induced electrical current in
hybrid nanostructures

Coupling Gold Nanorods and Computationally Designed
Protein Bundles for Plasmonic Fluorescent Enhancement
Thomas R. Gordon, Dahlia R. Klein, Xingchen Ye, Christopher J. Lanci,
Matthew Eibling, Jeffrey G. Saven, Christopher B. Murray
transverse

NSEC DMR08-32802

Nanorod Coating Procedure

longitudinal

Fluorescent chromophores are positioned on gold nanorods with
tunable aspect ratio using computationally designed proteins, aim
to enhance photoluminescence quantum yield.

Longitudinal plasmon resonance of Au nanorods
can be tuned based on aspect ratio to overlap with
zinc porphyrin cofactor emission.

Optical absorption of buffer-soluble
nanorod/protein heterostructure.
Optimization required to ensure overlap
of LSPR with cofactor emission.

Scalable Fabrication of Bio-enabled Graphene Nanosensors
Johnson, Liu (Anesthiology), Saven
Nano

192 graphene
devices with mobility
~ 1500 cm2/V-s

Bio

Lerner et al., Nano Lett (2014)
Naltrexone
target

RT 2

Building Biological Complexity:
One Molecule at a Time

RT2 strives to obtain a better
understanding of biological systems
by applying tools of nanotechnology
to pattern and functionalize surfaces,
position and manipulate
macromolecules, measure forces
acting on molecules, assess forcemodulated conformational changes,
and construct systems of biological
components with gradually
increasing complexity.

Bau, Carpick, Composto, Discher,
Goldman, Hu, Nelson, Purohit

A nano-landscape we didn’t build

Previous Accomplishments
RT 2 Building Biological Complexity
Suspended actin filaments by a new method of manipulation: dielectro-phoresis and
determined lateral fluctuations under force
Measured stepping dynamics, tilting motions, and translocation path for a series of
novel cellular myosin motors
A dynamic physical theory of dynamics of particles tethered by long nucleic acids
‘Nano aquarium’ for in situ TEM observation of nanoparticle and molecular
dynamic processes
First studies of AFM-forced unfolding of proteins at a temperature other than room
temperature
First studies to show that matrix elasticity affects stem cell differentiation

Nanorods Used to Measure Dynein Ring Tilting with PolTIRF
Goldman and Murray groups

Towards Synthetic Devices that Utilize Molecular Motors as Shuttles:
Directional Motility of Myosin Motors Along Uniformly Polarized Actin Filaments
Bau and Goldman
DMR 0832802
DIRECTIONAL ALIGNMENT OF
ACTIN FILAMENTS (Polarized Assay)
Actin filaments were aligned by forming (a)
a specific end-on attachment between the
biotinylated gelsolin-functionalized “ plus ”
end of the filament and biotinylated BSA via
streptavidin linkage followed by (b) side-on
attachment along the length of actin
filaments via electrostatic attraction between
the polylysine-treated surface and the actin
filaments.

Yuan, Jinzhou; Pillarisetti, Anand; Goldman, Yale; Bau, Haim, 2013,
Orienting Actin Filaments for Directional Motility of Processive Myosin
Motors, Nano Letters 13 (1), 79-84.

Annual Celebration of Nanoscale Science
NanoDay@Penn DMR 08-32802
Outreach impact
•
•
•
•
•
•

970+ high school visitors
237 high school research
projects
190 student/postdoc posters
8 graduate student research
award winners
9 National research award
recipients
Career and technical resources
and networking

Photos: Felice Macera

Undergraduate textbook on Nanobioscience
PC Nelson DMR 0832802

Students worldwide need a textbook that integrates current understanding of physical mechanisms in
biology with the explosion of new instruments based on light--for example, fluorescence microscopy,
superresolution microscopy, and single-molecule FRET.
Nelson’s book project covers these topics and more; it is now under contract with WH Freeman and Co.
and will enter production soon, but already it has been used at Penn, Harvard, Chicago, and Florida.

Right: Students learn
about localization as a
problem of statistical
inference; they can
then understand the
improvement
attainable over
conventional confocal
microscopy (left) via
the superresolution
method (center and
right).

NBIC Partnering for Impact

Impact of the NBIC on Campus and Beyond
Enabling new directions in research (Innovation Awards)
Expanding resources for research and education
Recruitment of faculty across school boundaries
Educational programs and Workforce Development
graduated over 70 graduate students and post docs
new courses, Nanotech minor, Masters Degree in Nanotechnology
professional development programming
Developing Infrastructure – New building and $4.3M infrastructure investment
Community Interactions
NanoDay@Penn, leveraging Penn local outreach to teachers and students
Leadership on societal issues
diversity, global networking
Moving forward – new research communities will compete for Center Awards from NSF
and other sources. Two pre-proposals in the current STC cycle. Opportunities through
NSF-PFI AIR, I/UCRC

